Low-Vapor-Pressure Solvent Additives Function as Polymer Swelling Agents in Bulk Heterojunction Organic Photovoltaics


INTRODUCTION

Achieving a high power conversion efficiency (PCE) in organic bulk heterojunction (BHJ) photovoltaics requires forming an ideal nanometer-scale morphology. This morphology must be well-mixed, but also have sufficient phase separation to facilitate contiguous pathways for the different carriers. Most photovoltaics are composed of a blend of a conjugated polymer and a fullerene derivative such as phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM). The PCBM in additive-swollen polymer films is significantly improved compared with films cast without the additive. Thus, low-vapor-pressure solvent additives function as cosolvent swelling agents or secondary plasticizers, allowing fullerene to mix better into the swollen polymer and enhancing the performance of devices produced by SqP, even when the additive is present only in the polymer layer. DIO and ODT have significantly different fullerene solubilities but swell polymers to a similar extent, demonstrating that swelling, not fullerene solubility, is the key to how such additives improve BHJ morphology. In contrast, higher-vapor-pressure additives such as CN and DPE, which have generally high polymer solubilities, function by a different mechanism, improving polymer crystallinity.

ABSTRACT: Bulk heterojunction (BHJ) photovoltaics based on blends of conjugated polymers and fullerenes require an optimized nanoscale morphology. Casting BHJ films using solvent additives such as 1,8-diodooctane (DIO), 1,8-octanedithiol (ODT), chloronapthalene (CN), or diphenyl ether (DPE) often helps achieve this proper morphology: adding just a few volume percent of additive to the casting solution can improve polymer/fullerene mixing or phase separation, so that solvent additives have become staples in producing high-efficiency BHJ solar cells. The mechanism by which these additives improve BHJ morphology, however, is poorly understood. Here, we investigate how these additives control polymer/fullerene mixing by taking advantage of sequential processing (SqP), in which the polymer is deposited first and then the fullerene is intercalated into the polymer underlayer in a second processing step using a quasi-orthogonal solvent. In this way, SqP isolates the role of the additives’ interactions with the polymer and the fullerene. We find using ellipsometry-based swelling measurements that when adding small amounts of low-vapor-pressure solvent additives such as DIO and ODT to solutions of poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT), poly[(4,4-bis(3-(2-ethyl-hexyl)dithieno[3,2-b:3,1-b’]silole)-2,6-diyl-alt-(2,5-bis(3-(2-ethyl-hexyl)thiophen-2-yl)thiazolo[5,4-a](thiazole))] (PSEHTT), or poly[4,8-bis(2-ethylhexyloxy)-benzol[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene-2,6-diyl-alt-4-(2-ethylhexyloxy-1-one)thieno-3,4-b]thiophene-2,6-diyl] (FBDTTT-C), the additives remain in the polymer film, leading to significant swelling. Two-dimensional grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering measurements show that the swelling is extensive, directly affecting the polymer crystallinity. When we then use SqP and cast phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) onto DIO-swollen polymer films, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and neutron reflectometry measurements demonstrate that vertical mixing of the PCBM in additive-swollen polymer films is significantly improved compared with films cast without the additive. Thus, low-vapor-pressure solvent additives function as cosolvent swelling agents or secondary plasticizers, allowing fullerene to mix better into the swollen polymer and enhancing the performance of devices produced by SqP, even when the additive is present only in the polymer layer. DIO and ODT have significantly different fullerene solubilities but swell polymers to a similar extent, demonstrating that swelling, not fullerene solubility, is the key to how such additives improve BHJ morphology. In contrast, higher-vapor-pressure additives such as CN and DPE, which have generally high polymer solubilities, function by a different mechanism, improving polymer crystallinity.
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acid methyl ester (PCBM). Although recent advances have pushed the efficiency of single-junction polymer BHJ solar cells over 14%,

attaining the ideal morphology for any given set of conjugated polymer and fullerene materials is quite challenging. In fact, most high-performing materials do not achieve ideal phase separation when they are simply mixed and cast into films, resulting in under-performing devices.2−4,9,11−17 To address this issue, a variety of techniques have been developed to control polymer/fullerene phase separation, including thermal and solvent annealing of already-cast BHJ films, changing the host solvent from which the films are cast,11 and the inclusion of a few volume percent of solvent additives such as 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO), 1,8-octanedithiol (ODT), chloronapthalene (CN), or diphenyl ether (DPE) to the solution from which the films are cast.9,11−17

Unfortunately, none of these methods for improving BHJ morphology can be effectively utilized to improve device efficiency without significant trial-and-error. For example, thermal annealing improves the morphology for semicrystalline polymers such as poly(3-alkylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) and is relatively straightforward in application, but the use of heat tends to degrade the performance of devices based on high-performance push−pull polymers.6,19 Therefore, thermal annealing is not widely applicable to polymer photovoltaic systems. The use of solvent additives in the casting solution has become perhaps the most widely used approach for tuning BHJ morphology,2,5 but depending on the polymer used, their effect is highly system specific. One recent report indicates that for multiple polymer/additive systems, the BHJ morphology produced depends sensitively on both the drying kinetics and the way the additives interact with the polymer.20 In general, BHJ systems that naturally form large polymer and fullerene domains require additives that can improve mixing and decrease domain size.3,5,14,21,22 While BHJ systems that naturally overmix require additives that can increase phase separation.3,11,12,16,17 It is not always clear when a particular additive will increase or decrease the average domain size, or how much additive is necessary for optimal performance. This need for trial-and-error is a reflection of the fact that the mechanism by which the additives function is not well understood; indeed, a recent review on the use of additives in BHJ formation calls for additional studies to investigate their method of operation.2

In addition to the need for Edisonian optimization, the use of solvent additives is problematic on several other fronts: (1) In general, only very small amounts of additives are required for optimal performance. For example, 3% (v/v) additive is frequently reported as the optimal amount needed for many polymer BHJ systems,2 while in small-molecule BHJ systems, changes in additive concentration of only 0.35% (v/v) from the optimal concentration can cut device efficiency in half.23 (2) The optimal amount of additive required frequently changes upon scale-up.24 Since most additives have high boiling points, they alter the drying kinetics during film formation, so it is perhaps not surprising that large-scale fabrication methods, which have entirely different drying kinetics than spin-coating in the laboratory, require reoptimization. (3) The most widely used solvent additive, DIO, is both light- and air-reactive, making it of questionable use in any type of future commercial process. Moreover, it is well-known that DIO tends to remain in BHJ films due to its low vapor pressure, requiring extra processing steps to ensure its removal to prevent device degradation upon exposure to light or air.25−27 (4) Similar to solvent annealing, the time DIO resides within the film can affect the BHJ morphology through “additive annealing”, thereby requiring further optimization and kinetic control.28

In this work, we focus on the role of the low-vapor-pressure solvent additives DIO and ODT in improving the performance of conjugated polymer/fullerene-based BHJ photovoltaics. DIO has an unusually high PCBM solubility of 120 mg/mL,29 and because of this, many groups have postulated that the morphology control afforded by DIO is connected with differential solubility of the polymer and fullerene.30,40,12,22,32 The general idea is that additives help suspend fullerenes in solution for greater periods of time, which in turn affects the fullerene domain size as the film dries. This idea is not consistent, however, with the fact that molecules like ODT, CN, and DPE are also commonly used as additives to favorably improve the BHJ morphology.7,12,16,20,31,32 ODT has nearly an order of magnitude less fullerene solubility (19 mg/mL for PCBM)33 than DIO; furthermore, CN and DPE are generally good solvents for most semiconducting polymers and thus afford little differential polymer/fullerene solubility.34,35 All of this indicates that the mechanism by which additives improve BHJ morphology depends on some property other than differential solubility. For purposes of this work, we classify additives into two categories: low-vapor-pressure additives with poor polymer solubility, such as DIO and ODT, and higher-vapor-pressure additives with generally good polymer solubility, such as CN and DPE. Our primary focus for this paper will be on DIO and ODT, and we will present the case below that additives such as CN and DPE operate by an entirely different mechanism.

In previous work, we presented an alternate method for controlling BHJ morphology and fabricating high-performing solar cells based on a two-step fabrication process called sequential processing (SqP).7,36,37 In SqP, a film of pure polymer is deposited first, and then the fullerene is intercalated to form a BHJ in a second step by casting from a quasi-orthogonal solvent that swells but does not dissolve the polymer underlayer. To ensure optimal BHJ formation, we showed that the solvent used in the fullerene-casting step must optimally swell the polymer underlayer.36 This is because swelling lies on the spectrum between no solvent interaction with the polymer and full polymer dissolution. If the fullerene-casting solvent insufficiently swells the polymer, then there will not be good penetration of the fullerene into the polymer to form the requisite BHJ morphology; if the fullerene-casting solvent overswells the polymer, it dissolves some of the polymer film away, again leading to poor BHJ formation. It is also important that the fullerene-casting solvent has a high enough fullerene solubility for mass action to drive fullerene into the properly swollen polymer underlayer.36,38 We and others have demonstrated that solvent blends can be used to simultaneously optimize both polymer swelling and fullerene solubility, making rational BHJ construction, without the need for significant trial-and-error, tractable via SqP.30,36,38 We also have used SqP to infiltrate strong oxidizing agents into films of conjugated polymers to produce highly conductive doped material.39,40

In this paper, we take advantage of the fact thatSqP decouples the polymer and fullerene components in BHJ formation to investigate the mechanism by which solvent additives improve BHJ morphology. We find that low-vapor-pressure solvent additives function as swelling agents: such
additives alter polymer/fullerene mixing by swelling the polymer film, allowing fullerenes to remain mobile as the BHJ is formed. Our evidence is based on experiments in which we add DIO or ODT to conjugated polymer solutions prior to casting pure polymer films. We observe by spectroscopic ellipsometry that low-vapor-pressure additives such as DIO and ODT remain in the polymer film and significantly swell it, in agreement with previous in situ experiments on polymer/fullerene blend solutions. 20,41−44 We find by grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) that swelling of P3HT films by solvent additives is so great that the polymer crystallinity is significantly altered; this suggests that additives such as DIO and ODT act as “secondary plasticizers”, 44 since the additive “plasticizer” primarily enters the amorphous regions of the polymer film. When we then spin-cast PCBM on top of either a pristine or additive-swollen P3HT film in a second SqP step, we find using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and neutron reflectometry (NR) that the presence of the additive helps to produce complete vertical mixing of P3HT and PCBM into a BHJ, whereas there is significantly less fullerene intercalation when no additive is present in the polymer underlayer. Moreover, the presence of the additive in the polymer underlayer leads to greatly improved sequentially processed device performance. We also show that these same swelling, morphology, and device performance effects involving additives also hold when considering two higher-performing push−pull polymers, poly[(4,4′-bis(3-(2-ethyl-hexyl))dithieno[3,2-b′,3′-d]silole)-2,6-diyl-alt-(2,5-bis(3-(2-ethyl-hexyl)-thiophen-2-yl)thiazolo[5,4-d][thiazole]) (PSEHTT) 47 and poly-[4,8-bis(2-ethylhexoxy)-benzol][1,2-b:4,5-b′]dithiophene-2,6-diyl-alt-4-(2-ethylhexoxy-1-one)thieno[3,4-b][thiophene-2,6-diyl] (PBDTTT-C). 47 Therefore, similar to how solvent blends for fullerene solutions can be tuned to optimally swell a polymer film, 30 the primary mechanism of action for low-vapor-pressure solvent additives such as DIO and ODT to improve BHJ morphology is to function as cosolvents that swell conjugated polymer films; in contrast, higher-vapor-pressure additives like CN and DPE work by improving polymer crystallinity. These findings should make it possible to rationally choose solvent additives based on their swelling properties as well as opening additional pathways for BHJ morphology improvement via SqP.

**Experimental Section**

P3HT and PBDTTT-C were purchased commercially, and PSEHTT was synthesized in-house. All other materials used in this study were purchased commercially and were used as received. For polymer-based devices, sequentially processed active layers were prepared by spin-casting a polymer solution onto a PEDOT:PSS-covered substrate. For the P3HT, PSEHTT, and PBDTTT-C solutions, 20, 10, and 10 mg of polymer, respectively, were dissolved in 1 mL of o-dichlorobenzene. The P3HT, PSEHTT, and PBDTTT-C solutions were mixed overnight at 55, 100, and 25 °C, respectively. DIO or ODT (typically 3% by volume) was added directly to the polymer solution prior to heating (if required). The P3HT and PBDTTT-C solutions were cooled to room temperature prior to spin-coating while PSEHTT was spun hot at 100 °C. To remove solvent additives by methanol washing, methanol was deposited on the freshly formed polymer films while the films were still on the spin-coater chuck. Fullerene deposition always occurred within 1 h of casting the polymer film, and no vacuum step was applied between polymer and fullerene spinning to ensure minimal evaporation of any solvent additives between polymer film preparation and fullerene deposition. The detailed procedures of our film and device fabrication are found in the Supporting Information (SI).

Film thicknesses at each stage of the SqP fabrication process were measured by both profilometry and spectroscopic ellipsometry. The latter technique measures the film’s refractive index in a nonabsorbing spectral region and constructs a model to fit the data; since the indices of refraction of the films are known, the parameter representing film thickness was varied until the model fit the experimental data. 36,48,49 For the solvent-swelling experiments, each film was placed in a home-built customized vial, which was designed to contain a solvent (e.g., toluene or dichloromethane (DCM)). The film was exposed to the vapor of a swelling solvent in the vial and the thickness monitored until it reached steady-state. In this way, the vial allowed us to perform swelling measurements with solvents such as DCM that were not compatible with the porosimeter instrument. Details of the calibration for the swelling vial and ellipsometry fits can be found in the SI.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) experiments were performed in-house on Si/active layer films using a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD with a monochromatic Kr radiation source. 2-D GIWAXS experiments were performed at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource on beamline 11-3 using a wavelength of 0.9742 Å. This beamline has a 2-D detector that allows us to integrate the full 2-D data (0−180°) and thereby construct a model to fit the data; since the indices of refraction of the films are known, the parameter representing film thickness was varied until the model fit the experimental data. 36,48,49 For the solvent-swelling experiments, each film was placed in a home-built customized vial, which was designed to contain a solvent (e.g., toluene or dichloromethane (DCM)). The film was exposed to the vapor of a swelling solvent in the vial and the thickness monitored until it reached steady-state. In this way, the vial allowed us to perform swelling measurements with solvents such as DCM that were not compatible with the porosimeter instrument. Details of the calibration for the swelling vial and ellipsometry fits can be found in the SI.

Detailed procedures for all other techniques and additional information such as device external quantum efficiency curves, photoluminescence measurements, and so on can be found in the SI and are similar to those published in our previous SqP work. 36,37,50

**Results and Discussion**

Because most organic solar cells are fabricated via blend-casting, in which the polymer or absorbing molecule, fullerene or acceptor molecule, and additive are all mixed together in solution prior to casting the device’s active layer, understanding the role of the additive in device morphology and performance is challenging. Many groups have proposed that differential solubility of the fullerene and polymer in the solvent additive is the mechanism by which BHJ morphology and device performance are improved. 3,4,11,12,25,50 One clue indicating the solvent additive mechanism for device improvement is not differential solubility comes in work performed by Kong et al., in which BHJ films were cast and then a dilute DIO solution was spun onto the BHJ film in a second
processing step.51 This "post-additive soaking" favorably reorganized the donor and acceptor domains, resulting in significantly improved device efficiencies.51 Since DIO was added to the film after BHJ formation, this two-step approach indicates the mechanism by which the additive operates is independent of fullerene solubility. Moreover, this work suggests that a fruitful avenue for further investigation into the role of DIO and other solvent additives in BHJ formation would be to form active layers using an alternative fabrication technique.

Exploring the Role of Solvent Additives by Sequential-Processing. Motivated by the work of Kong et al.,51 we decided to investigate the mechanism by which solvent additives control BHJ morphology using sequential-processing (SqP).36,37,52 We selected P3HT as the first polymer system to study because of P3HT’s semicrystalline nature: this provides a structural handle on the chain spacing and domain orientation via two-dimensional grazing incidence X-ray scattering (GIWAXS), something that is more challenging to characterize with generally more amorphous push–pull polymers. Furthermore, P3HT also provides the advantage of having generally weaker interactions with organic solvents (i.e., poorer solubility) than the push–pull polymers we explore below. Because of this weaker interaction, when depositing PCBM onto a P3HT film by SqP using DCM as the fullerene solvent, DCM’s marginal swelling of the polymer underlayer promotes formation of a quasi-bilayer with a fullerene-enriched top surface, which is a highly non-ideal BHJ morphology. This quasi-bilayer structure, however, does provide an opportunity to demonstrate that the BHJ morphology can be improved by DIO due to improved polymer swelling:36,38 we will show using three polymer systems of varying crystallinity (P3HT, P3HTT and PBDDTTT-C) that when the fullerene solvent in SqP provides insufficient swelling, the presence of a solvent additive swelling agent in the polymer underlayer converts a non-working system into a working system. Moreover, the extent of the improvement is dependent upon the degree of swelling by the fullerene solvent: if the fullerene solvent promotes near-optimum swelling, the effect of the solvent additive is marginal. Thus, decoupling swelling by solvent additives and swelling by the fullerene solvent allows us to identify swelling as the mechanism for BHJ morphology improvement by solvent additives.

We started by fabricating P3HT/PCBM solar cells using SqP, but with the addition of DIO to the P3HT solution. Since the first step in SqP involves spin-casting a pure polymer film, this decouples the action of DIO from the presence of PCBM, which is added in a second processing step cast from DCM. Figure 1 shows the $J-V$ characteristics of sequentially processed BHJ devices with 0, 3, and 7% (v/v) DIO added to the P3HT solution used in the first SqP step. All devices were measured under AM-1.5 solar illumination, and the plotted data are the average of approximately nine separate devices. Detailed $J-V$ parameters for each set of devices are presented in Table 1. The corresponding EQE spectra for 0, 3, and 7% (v/v) DIO are presented in Figure S1 and additional device conditions (blend-cast devices and annealing) are presented in the Table S1 of the SI. Additional device physics such as dark $J-V$ curve analysis and dark charge extraction by linearly increasing voltage (CELIV) measurements are also described in the SI.

Figure 1 and Table 1 show that without DIO, the currents of the sequentially processed devices are quite low, but that the currents increase significantly with increasing percent DIO added to the polymer solution in the first SqP step. This strongly suggests the DIO–P3HT interaction is responsible for device improvement. Since DIO has a very low vapor pressure,53 DIO remains in the films prior to the second SqP step where the fullerene is deposited. In fact, the tendency of DIO to remain in BHJ films is known to lower device efficiencies due to its deleterious chemistry in the presence of light or air. To counter the detrimental effects of DIO remaining in BHJ films, several groups have used methanol washing, where pure methanol is spun onto the film to remove the remaining DIO without dissolving the polymer and/or fullerene.25,26,54 Thus, to investigate whether or not the improvement in device performance was due to DIO remaining in our pure P3HT films, we performed methanol washing experiments in which we performed the washing step directly after P3HT film formation and prior to PCBM spin-coating. When DIO is removed from the polymer film by methanol washing, we find that the device currents decrease, although not to the same extent as when no DIO was initially present. Furthermore, both methanol-washed devices have almost identical currents. This suggests that similar residual concentrations of DIO remain in the film after methanol washing, regardless of the initial volume percentage of DIO used in casting the polymer film.

The data in Figure 1 also show that although the use of DIO produces the best $J-V$ characteristic, the use of ODT as a...
solvent additive leads to comparably good sequentially processed device performance. Indeed, blend-cast P3HT:PCBM photovoltaics fabricated with DIO and ODT also have similar device characteristics (see SI). This suggests DIO and ODT have a similar interaction with P3HT and work via a similar mechanism of operation. Moreover, we also see similar improvements in sequentially processed device performance with the addition of DIO to films of different push–pull polymers, discussed further below. This leads to the principle lines of inquiry of this paper: for sequentially processed polymer/fullerene photovoltaics, why do DIO and ODT significantly improve device performance? And how does what we learn from devices produced by SqP translate to the broader spectrum of BHJ solar cells fabricated using solvent additives via other processing techniques? In the following sections, we present a series of structural and device measurements on a variety of materials to answer these questions and present a clear mechanism—swelling—by which low-vapor-pressure solvent additives alter BHJ morphology and thus photovoltaic device performance.

**Effect of DIO and ODT on P3HT Swelling and Crystallinity.** How do low-vapor-pressure solvent additives affect the quality of BHJ solar cells produced by SqP when the additive is used before any fullerene is intercalated into the device? In this section, we first examine the swelling properties of low-vapor-pressure solvent additives on pure P3HT films, and we then explore the changes such additives make in the structure of pure polymer films using X-ray diffraction.

**Swelling Properties of Solvent Additives.** In previous work, we demonstrated that polymer swelling is responsible for BHJ morphology control in devices produced via SqP. Furthermore, the degree of polymer swelling is critical for optimal device performance. We showed using spectroscopic ellipsometry that the degree of solvent/polymer interaction can be quantified by the Flory–Huggins \( \chi \) parameter, and that there is an optimal \( \chi \) to produce the best sequentially processed devices. We also found that we could use solvent blends to simultaneously tune \( \chi \) and maintain enough fullerene solubility to provide sufficient mass action for fullerene intercalation into the sequentially processed BHJ.

With the idea that optimal solvent swelling is the key to fabricating good sequentially processed BHJ solar cells, we turn next to investigate the role of DIO and ODT in modifying swelling behavior using spectroscopic ellipsometry. For all our

---

**Table 1. Summary of P3HT, PSEHTT, and PBDTTT-C Device Parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>Device Condition</th>
<th>( V_{oc} ) (V)</th>
<th>( J_{sc} ) (mA/cm²)</th>
<th>FF (%)</th>
<th>PCE (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P3HT</td>
<td>0% cosolvent SqP</td>
<td>0.422 ± 0.026</td>
<td>3.10 ± 0.16</td>
<td>48.16 ± 3.88</td>
<td>0.63 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3% DIO SqP</td>
<td>0.360 ± 0.021</td>
<td>3.32 ± 0.11</td>
<td>49.82 ± 4.58</td>
<td>0.71 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7% DIO MeOH SqP</td>
<td>0.531 ± 0.006</td>
<td>6.11 ± 0.29</td>
<td>53.58 ± 2.69</td>
<td>1.74 ± 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7% DIO MeOH SqP</td>
<td>0.495 ± 0.09</td>
<td>4.95 ± 0.15</td>
<td>47.72 ± 1.05</td>
<td>1.17 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7% DIO MeOH SqP</td>
<td>0.511 ± 0.007</td>
<td>7.15 ± 0.27</td>
<td>50.34 ± 1.32</td>
<td>1.84 ± 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3% ODT MeOH SqP</td>
<td>0.475 ± 0.017</td>
<td>5.16 ± 0.48</td>
<td>48.78 ± 2.51</td>
<td>1.20 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSEHTT</td>
<td>0% cosolvent BC</td>
<td>0.700 ± 0.005</td>
<td>10.73 ± 0.27</td>
<td>65.10 ± 3.01</td>
<td>4.89 ± 0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0% cosolvent SqP</td>
<td>0.725 ± 0.003</td>
<td>7.41 ± 0.10</td>
<td>62.99 ± 1.11</td>
<td>3.88 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3% DIO SqP</td>
<td>0.677 ± 0.004</td>
<td>10.67 ± 0.34</td>
<td>57.06 ± 0.31</td>
<td>4.13 ± 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7% DIO SqP</td>
<td>0.677 ± 0.005</td>
<td>9.33 ± 0.42</td>
<td>55.71 ± 0.74</td>
<td>3.51 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBDTTT-C</td>
<td>0% cosolvent BC</td>
<td>0.788 ± 0.001</td>
<td>10.88 ± 0.26</td>
<td>49.40 ± 0.57</td>
<td>4.24 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0% cosolvent SqP</td>
<td>0.734 ± 0.004</td>
<td>12.36 ± 0.70</td>
<td>52.97 ± 1.06</td>
<td>4.81 ± 0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3% cosolvent BC</td>
<td>0.727 ± 0.002</td>
<td>12.96 ± 0.37</td>
<td>58.60 ± 1.09</td>
<td>5.52 ± 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3% DIO SqP</td>
<td>0.736 ± 0.002</td>
<td>12.88 ± 0.34</td>
<td>56.34 ± 1.12</td>
<td>5.33 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 2.** (a) Thickness (bar heights) of pure P3HT films obtained by spectroscopic ellipsometry. The thickness was measured directly after spin-casting for pure P3HT films cast from ODCB with no DIO, 3% (v/v) DIO, 7% (v/v) DIO, 3% (v/v) DIO followed by methanol washing, 3% (v/v) DIO followed by dichloromethane washing, and 3% (v/v) ODT. Adding DIO or ODT and increasing the additive concentration produces thicker polymer films. Washing with methanol or DCM reduces the film thickness to close to the point where no additive was used. The red triangles show effective medium approximation fits to the ellipsometry data that yield the solvent volume fraction in the film (which could be either ODCB or DIO, which have similar refractive index profiles). (b) Thickness of P3HT films cast with 0% (v/v) DIO, 3% (v/v) DIO, and 7% (v/v) DIO before toluene vapor uptake (white bar heights) and after toluene vapor uptake (gray bar heights). The additional swelling by toluene vapor for films with DIO demonstrates DIO’s ability to increase the swelling range for P3HT. The error bars represent one standard deviation obtained from averaging over at least three different polymer films.
ellipsometry experiments, the various conjugated polymers were spun onto single-crystal Si substrates from solutions of 1,2-dichlorobenzene (ODCB) with or without a small percentage of low-vapor-pressure solvent additive. The height of the bars in Figure 2 show the ellipsometrically determined thicknesses of P3HT films cast from ODCB with and without varying small amounts of solvent additives. Depending on the additive used, there is a substantial difference in thickness of the resulting films. Films cast with additive present are significantly thicker than control films with no additive; for example, the film cast using 7% DIO is nearly 4 times thicker than the film cast from pure ODCB under otherwise identical conditions. The enhancement in film thickness with solvent additives is also general to push-pull polymers, as we discuss in more detail below.

The most logical hypothesis for the increased thickness of the P3HT films cast using DIO and ODT is that these additives remain in the film after the ODCB has evaporated, leaving a polymer film that is highly swollen. Indeed, at 25 °C, the vapor pressure of DIO is 0.04 Pa;53 that of ODT is 1.60 Pa;54 while the vapor pressure of ODCB is 181 Pa.55 The fact that DIO remains in the film longer than higher-vapor-pressure solvents recently has been confirmed by in situ GIWAXS measurements that demonstrated that DIO remains in polymer films for prolonged periods of time.20,41 This is why low-vapor-pressure additives need to be removed prior to device fabrication (because otherwise they remain in the active layer). When we wash our P3HT films with methanol, we see their thickness returns to within 10% of that obtained for films cast from pure ODCB (the slight increase in remaining thickness is consistent with the idea discussed above that methanol does not fully remove DIO from the film,55 leaving the films slightly swollen). The device data above suggests that ODT acts in a similar manner to DIO, but with a slightly smaller overall effect; this makes sense in light of ODT’s higher vapor pressure, which likely leaves less residual additive in the film relative to DIO.

In addition to inferring the presence of low-vapor-pressure solvent additives in our films by the increase in polymer film thickness, we also can use spectroscopic ellipsometry to directly quantify the amount of additive that remains in the polymer film. To do this, we applied the effective medium approximation (EMA), which states that the refractive index of a mixture is the volume-weighted average of the refractive indices of each of the components.57 Because we know the wavelength-dependent indices of refraction of both P3HT and DIO, we can use the ellipsometrically measured index of refraction to quantify the DIO volume fraction in each film.36 The details of our EMA fitting procedure are given in the SI. The DIO volume fractions we obtain are 27% and 36% for the P3HT films cast with 3% (v/v) and 7% (v/v) DIO, respectively, and the DIO volume fraction drops to less than 5% after methanol washing; the data are plotted as the red triangles in Figure 2. Since the DIO volume fraction scales directly with the film thickness, it makes sense that the thickness change is attributed to swelling of P3HT by the residual solvent additive; with such a low vapor pressure, significant amounts of DIO remain in the film and are responsible for the thickness increase.

The residual DIO in P3HT films not only is mostly removed by washing with methanol, but it is also removed by washing with dichloromethane, the solvent we employ to cast the fullerene in our second sequential-processing step. Figure 2 shows that for a P3HT film cast from a 3% (v/v) DIO solution in ODCB, washing with DCM reduces the P3HT film thickness to a value similar to that achieved through methanol washing. Moreover, the ellipsometrically determined residual DIO volume fraction remaining in the film after methanol washing is 5%, while that following DCM washing is only 1%. Thus, DCM more effectively removes DIO from the film than methanol. As a result, when fabricating sequentially processed BHJs, the second casting process combines additive removal and fullerene incorporation into a single step, thereby removing the need for a subsequent separate washing step. This suggests that not only is SqP a tractable route for controlling BHJ morphology, but that it also allows for the use of low-vapor-pressure solvent additives, with all their advantages, without the need for additional processing steps. Finally, the fact that methanol-washed sequentially processed devices perform better than the additive-free devices is

**Figure 3.** 2-D GIWAXS data for P3HT films cast with and without solvent additives and with and without being subsequently washed with methanol. (a) P3HT films cast with 0% (v/v) additive (blue), 3% (v/v) DIO (purple), and 7% (v/v) DIO (red). (b) Methanol-washed films of P3HT cast with 0% (v/v) additive (blue), 3% (v/v) DIO (purple), and 7% (v/v) DIO (red). (c) P3HT films cast with 3% (v/v) DIO (purple) (same as panel (a)) and 3% (v/v) ODT (green). The inset in each panel shows the high-q π-stacking region on an expanded vertical scale. As the volume percentage of DIO increases, residual DIO inhibits P3HT crystallization. Upon methanol washing, the P3HT crystallinity and orientation are partially restored; restoration is only partial due to incomplete removal of the additive by methanol.
consistent with the idea that the residual DIO volume fraction of 5% still provides enough swelling to improve fullerene incorporation and device performance.

In addition to the fact that residual low-vapor-pressure solvent additives are left behind after casting swell a polymer film, we also see that they increase a film’s swellability by other solvents. In Figure 2b, we examine how polymer films with different amounts of additive swell upon exposure to toluene vapor. Toluene strongly interacts with P3HT, and P3HT films cast with no solvent additive are swollen by toluene from a thickness of 127 to 194 nm for an effective thickness increase due to toluene-swelling of 67 nm. When P3HT films containing the same thickness of polymer are cast using solvent additives, however, the thickness increase upon swelling with toluene is even larger: P3HT films cast from 3% (v/v) and 7% (v/v) DIO solutions swell from 250 to 397 nm and 482 to 627 nm, respectively, yielding a ~150 nm increase in film thickness due to toluene uptake. Thus, the presence of DIO not only swells the polymer film, but also increases the swellability by other solvents. This means that solvent additives modify how polymer films interact with other solvents, providing yet another way to tune the Flory–Huggins $\chi$ parameter for optimal BHJ formation by SqP.36

How Low-Vapor-Pressure Solvent Additives Affect Polymer Crystallinity. As discussed in the previous section, we have established that conjugated polymer films processed using additives such as DIO and ODT are both highly swollen and have increased swellability. It is well-known that polymer crystallinity strongly affects swelling because solvent molecules cannot penetrate into highly crystalline regions.36,40,58,59 To investigate the swelling effects of solvent additives on the structure of pure P3HT films we performed a series of two-dimensional (2-D) grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) experiments. Figure 3a shows integrated diffraction patterns of different P3HT films; the lamellar (100) and $\pi$–$\pi$ stacking (010) peaks lie at $q = 0.4$ and 1.6 Å$^{-1}$, respectively. P3HT is well-known to have an edge-on orientation of the crystallites, showing greater intensity for the (100) diffraction peak in the out-of-plane direction and greater (010) peak intensity in the in-plane directions, as shown in Figure 4. Table 2 summarizes the integrated (100) peak area, which is a measure of relative film crystallinity, for each of the P3HT films that we studied.

Figure 3 and Table 2 show that when P3HT films are cast with DIO or ODT as an additive, the thickness-normalized (100) peak area decreases significantly, indicating that these additives inhibit P3HT crystallinity through polymer swelling, and that higher concentrations of additives lead to lower (100) peak areas, which is a measure of relative film crystallinity, for each of the P3HT films that we studied.

Table 2. Integrated (100) Peak Areas for P3HT Films Whose GIWAXS Is Shown in Figure 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>film condition</th>
<th>(100) peak area (A.U.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P3HT</td>
<td>1621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3% DIO</td>
<td>482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7% DIO</td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3HT MeOH</td>
<td>2213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3% DIO MeOH</td>
<td>1069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7% DIO MeOH</td>
<td>842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3% ODT</td>
<td>942</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
peak areas. This is consistent with the thickness measurements shown in Figure 2. Figure 3a also shows that swelling by DIO significantly disrupts the P3HT \( \pi-\pi \) stacking; the \((010) \pi-\pi\) stacking peak is shifted to lower \( q_\parallel \), corresponding to an increase in \( d \)-spacing from 3.8 Å with no solvent additive to 4.3 Å when the film is spun with 7% (v/v) DIO. In addition, the width of the \((010)\) peak increases substantially in the presence of swelling solvent additives, indicative of a disordered \( \pi-\pi \) stacking network with a wide \( d \)-spacing distribution.

Figure 4 shows the in-plane and out-of-plane portions of the integrated GIWAXS from the various P3HT films. As mentioned above, P3HT is well-known to show edge-on polymer chain alignment, with strong (100) lamellar scattering in the out-of-plane direction and strong \( \pi-\pi \) (010) scattering in the in-plane direction; the blue curves in Figure 4 for P3HT films with no solvent additive reproduce this known trend. When DIO is added to the solutions from which the films are cast, the data in Figure 4a again indicate that the total crystallinity decreases, as discussed above. However, the crystalline fraction of the sample that remains actually becomes increasingly edge-on oriented as the DIO concentration increases, as indicated by the nearly complete loss of the in-plane (100) diffraction peak in the more highly DIO-swollen samples. This suggests that nonedge-on domains may be less stabilized by the substrate and thus are more easily swelled by DIO. In contrast to the (100) peak, the disordered \( \pi-\pi \) (010) peak observed below \( q_\parallel = 1.5 \) Å\(^{-1}\) is more much isotropic in the DIO-swollen films, reflecting the structure of the swollen fraction of the sample. Figure 4b also shows that methanol washing recovers most of the standard orientational distribution of the P3HT chains, although the previously swollen-and-washed films still show more isotropic scattering than films that never contained the solvent additive; this is quantified in Table 3. Overall, although a number of factors can modify diffraction peak intensity, the observed decrease in domain orientation is clearly associated with swelling.

### Table 3. Integrated Out-of-Plane to In-Plane Peak Area Ratio from 2-D GIWAXS for the (100) and (010) Peaks in the P3HT Films after Methanol Washing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>film condition</th>
<th>( A_{\text{out-of-plane}}/A_{\text{in-plane}} ) (100)</th>
<th>( A_{\text{out-of-plane}}/A_{\text{in-plane}} ) (010)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P3HT (no DIO) MeOH wash</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3HT 3% DIO MeOH wash</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3HT 7% DIO MeOH wash</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3c and Table 2 also compare the structures of P3HT films cast using 3% v/v DIO and ODT to that of a P3HT film cast with no solvent additive. The data show that the films cast with DIO as the additive have the smallest (100) peak area, and thus the lowest crystallinity. This fits well with the swelling measurements discussed above, reflecting the fact that DIO’s vapor pressure is lower than that of ODT, so that more DIO remains in the polymer film to inhibit crystallization by swelling. Finally, as also discussed above, Figure 3b and Table 2 show that washing P3HT with methanol removes most residual low-vapor-pressure solvent additive from the films, as measured by both the integrated (100) peak intensity and the return of the (010) peak to its original \( q \) position. Table 3 shows that although the methanol-washed P3HT films with solvent additives have restored edge-on orientation, the P3HT chains in the washed films are still somewhat less oriented compared to P3HT films cast without any solvent additive. This is also consistent with literature work demonstrating that methanol washing does not completely remove DIO from polymer films, as verified by our ellipsometry measurements in Figure 2.

**Improved Fullerene Mixing and Crystallinity in P3HT/PCBM BHJs with Low-Vapor-Pressure Solvent Additives.** Now that we understand the role that low-vapor-pressure solvent additives play in the swelling and reduced crystallinity of pure polymer films, we next consider how solvent additives improve the morphology and performance of bulk heterojunction solar cells produced by SqP, as seen in Figure 1. We first use X-ray diffraction to examine how the presence of DIO affects the structure of sequentially processed BHJ active layers, and then we use optical spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and neutron reflectometry to explore how this additive promotes mixing of fullerenes throughout the polymer underlayer.

**How Solvent Additives Affect Sequentially-Processed BHJ Morphology.** Figure 5 and Table 4 show the grazing incidence X-ray diffraction of the sequentially processed P3HT/PCBM active layers used for the devices shown in Figure 1. Unlike what we saw with the pure P3HT layers in Figure 3, where the presence of solvent additives made the polymer less crystalline, we see that with BHJ films, the P3HT (100) and (010) peaks become more intense with increasing amounts of DIO or ODT. Much of this increase follows from washing the low-vapor-pressure solvent additive out of the P3HT underlayer when dichloromethane is used to cast the PCBM overlayers in the second SqP step. In addition, for PCBM cast onto P3HT films that are swollen with additive, the solidification process takes longer due to the additives’ lower vapor pressure. In combination, these two effects cause the improved crystallinity for SqP-based BHJs that used solvent additives. This observation is in agreement with previous studies on blend-cast BHJ films cast with solvent additives.

Figure 5 shows that the integrated area of the PCBM diffraction peak at \( q \approx 1.4 \) Å\(^{-1}\) also increases with the presence of low-vapor-pressure solvent additives in the polymer underlayer. We believe the increased fullerene scattering results from increased intercalation of fullerene into the film. PCBM is known to preferentially penetrate into amorphous regions of polymer films during SqP while leaving the crystalline polymer regions intact. Since solvent additives like DIO and ODT lower the overall polymer crystallinity, this offers increased opportunities for PCBM diffusion into the films during SqP, as we document below in the next section. Furthermore, the enhanced mobility of fullerenes within the additive-swollen polymer layer could also lead to enhanced PCBM scattering.

Finally, the data in Figure 5 also show that DIO enhances the scattering from both P3HT and PCBM in the sequentially processed BHJs better than ODT. As discussed above, additives like DIO with lower vapor pressures remain in the film longer and thus increase fullerene diffusion into the film and extend the film-solidification time relative to slightly higher vapor-pressure additives like ODT. Clearly, swelling additives with the lowest vapor pressures will yield the most crystalline materials and the highest fullerene fractions in BHJs produced by SqP.

**How Solvent Additives Improve Mixing in Sequentially-Processed BHJs.** Given all the evidence we have presented showing that low-vapor-pressure solvent additives remain in
addition to mass action and fullerene solvent selection, DIO were 0.80, 0.80, and 0.92, respectively. This shows that in BHJs where the polymer layer was cast with 0, 3, and 7% (v/v) that the PCBM:P3HT mass ratios in sequentially processed

Unfortunately, the UV−P3HT/PCBM BHJ film does not provide an accurate way to quantify the polymer/fullerene ratio because the P3HT absorption spectrum and cross-section in the film are highly sensitive to the degree of polymer crystallinity; instead, we have shown that the polymer/fullerene ratio can be accurately determined by redissolving the cast BHJ films and quantifying the ratio of polymer to fullerene using UV−vis spectroscopy of the resultant solution. Using this redissolution method, which is shown in more detail in Figure S3 of the SI, we find that the PCBM:P3HT mass ratios in sequentially processed BHJs where the polymer layer was cast with 0, 3, and 7% (v/v) DIO were 0.80, 0.80, and 0.92, respectively. This shows that in addition to mass action and fullerene solvent selection, the degree of swelling/swellability of the polymer underlayer plays a critical role in controlling the fullerene loading in SqP.

Given that more fullerene enters the polymer films when low-vapor-pressure solvent additives are present, the next question we address is how such additives affect the mixing and structure of the fullerene intercalated into the polymer following SqP. The easiest place to start is to examine the amount of fullerene that penetrates into the polymer underlayer in the second SqP step with and without additives present in the polymer film. Unfortunately, the UV−visible absorption spectrum of a P3HT/PCBM BHJ film does not provide an accurate way to quantify the polymer/fullerene ratio because the P3HT absorption spectrum and cross-section in the film are highly sensitive to the degree of polymer crystallinity; instead, we have shown that the polymer/fullerene ratio can be accurately determined by redissolving the cast BHJ films and quantifying the ratio of polymer to fullerene using UV−vis spectroscopy of the resultant solution. Using this redissolution method, which is shown in more detail in Figure S3 of the SI, we find that the PCBM:P3HT mass ratios in sequentially processed BHJs where the polymer layer was cast with 0, 3, and 7% (v/v) DIO were 0.80, 0.80, and 0.92, respectively. This shows that in addition to mass action and fullerene solvent selection, the degree of swelling/swellability of the polymer underlayer plays a critical role in controlling the fullerene loading in SqP.

Table 4. Integrated (100) Peak Areas for the Sequentially-Processed P3HT/PCBM BHJs Whose GIWAXS Is Shown in Figure 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P3HT:PCBM BHJ film condition</th>
<th>(100) peak area (A.U.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0% DIO</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3% DIO</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7% DIO</td>
<td>829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3% ODT</td>
<td>649</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given that more fullerene enters the polymer films when low-vapor-pressure solvent additives are present, the next question we address is how such fullerenes are distributed throughout BHJs produced by SqP. First, we probed the composition at the top surface of our sequentially processed BHJs using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). XPS provides a sensitive measure of composition at the top surface by measuring the sulfur-to-carbon (S/C) ratio; this is because PCBM does not contain sulfur but P3HT does. We determined this ratio by fitting the measured sulfur 2p and carbon 1s spectral lines (see the SI for experimental and analysis details); a higher S/C ratio indicates a lower amount of fullerene at the top surface of the BHJ film and vice versa.

Figure 5. 2-D GIWAXS data for SqP-based P3HT:PCBM BHJs cast with (a) no solvent additive (blue) 3% DIO (purple), and 7% DIO (red). (b) 2-D GIWAXS data for SqP-based P3HT:PCBM BHJs cast with 3% DIO (same as panel (a)) and 3% ODT (green). As the % (v/v) DIO increases, the lower vapor pressure DIO increases the film-solidification time, which improves P3HT crystallinity. ODT, with its higher vapor pressure, evaporates faster and produces a less crystalline film.

Figure 6a shows that for a pure P3HT film, the surface composition is about 6.7% sulfur. When PCBM is spun on top of a pure P3HT film from DCM, the top-surface sulfur-to-carbon ratio drops to 0.8%, indicating that most of the top surface of the film is covered with non-sulfur-containing

Figure 6. (a) Top-surface sulfur-to-carbon (S-to-C) composition ratios of sequentially processed P3HT:PCBM BHJ films with 0% DIO (blue), 3% DIO (purple), and 7% DIO (red) as measured by XPS; the S-to-C ratio for a pure P3HT film with no PCBM or solvent additive is shown in black for reference. The decreased S-to-C ratio in the 0% additive BHJ indicates that PCBM covers the top surface of the film. The increase in the S-to-C ratio when solvent additives are present demonstrates increased fullerene intercalation upon swelling. The error bars represent one standard deviation with an average taken over at least three different films. (b−d) Neutron reflectivity (NR) scattering length density (SLD) depth profiles of SqP-based P3HT:PCBM BHJ films obtained by fitting the NR data in Figure S12 for 0% (v/v) DIO (blue, panel b), 3% (v/v) DIO (purple, panel c), and 7% (v/v) DIO (red, panel d). For (b−d), our NR model is constructed from multiple layers of variable thicknesses, ensuring the active-layer/air interface is at the origin, with the underlying PEDOT:PSS/Si interface shown in gray. Both the NR and XPS data show that with increasing amounts of solvent additive present in the polymer film prior to SqP, the surface composition of the BHJ film becomes increasingly depleted in fullerene. The most uniform depth profile with a surface composition closest to the bulk composition is found at the optimal DIO additive concentration of 3% (v/v).
fullerene. This observation is consistent with previous work\textsuperscript{64} and is explained by the fact that DCM is a relatively poor swelling solvent for P3HT, so PCBM cannot uniformly penetrate into the polymer underlayer. This is why sequentially processed P3HT/PCBM devices without solvent additives have poor device efficiencies unless they are subsequently thermally annealed to drive PCBM, which has a higher surface energy than P3HT, toward the high surface energy substrate.\textsuperscript{64–66}

In contrast to the fact that SqP leaves fullerene predominantly on top of pure P3HT films, Figure 6a also shows that the presence of DIO in the polymer layer increases the top-surface sulfur-to-carbon ratio. With just 3\% (v/v) DIO in the P3HT underlayer, the top surface of the film is significantly enriched with P3HT, having a sulfur composition consistent with the bulk 1:0.8 P3HT:PCBM composition ratio measured by redissolution UV–vis.\textsuperscript{37} When we proceed to 7\% (v/v) DIO in the polymer film, we see that the surface composition has an even higher percentage of P3HT at the surface, close to that of a pure P3HT film. This shows that a sufficient amount of solvent additive can swell a polymer film so much that it allows the fullerene to be driven completely through the film: the higher-surface energy PCBM has enough vertical mobility through the swollen film to fully avoid the energetically unfavorable top interface, as has been observed in films of other conjugated polymers in previous work.\textsuperscript{67} This increased diffusion of PCBM is consistent with solvent additives such as DIO and ODT acting as plasticizers for the polymer (see SI).

To further characterize the extent of fullerene penetration through the entire BHJ film thickness, we also performed a series of neutron reflectometry (NR) experiments. NR serves as an excellent probe of molecular distribution along the direction perpendicular to the plane of the film.\textsuperscript{64} The active layers measured were spin-coated onto PEDOT:PSS-coated Si substrates for the measurement. Additional details regarding the experimental procedure and fitting of the data to produce the scattering length density (SLD) profiles can be found in the SI. Interpretation of the SLD profiles is based on the fact that pure P3HT has an SLD of \(\sim 0.8\) and pure PCBM has an SLD of \(\sim 4.5\), while BHJ mixtures show a weighted average of the two pure SLD values. This contrast allows us to resolve differences between PCBM-rich, P3HT-rich, and mixed regions of the BHJ films.

The SLD profiles in Figures 6b–d show the vertical distribution of P3HT and PCBM throughout the BHJ films; the profiles are in excellent agreement with our XPS results. For BHJs made without solvent additives, a higher SLD value representative of nearly pure PCBM is seen at the top surface, while the bottom of the polymer layer near the substrate contains essentially no fullerene. This is because the DCM solvent used in the second SqP step only weakly swells P3HT,\textsuperscript{60,66} and because the high vapor pressure of DCM at 25 °C (\(80,000\) Pa)\textsuperscript{68} limits the time available for fullerene diffusion into the film, resulting in a fullerene-rich top surface.\textsuperscript{64,70–72} Nonetheless, there is enough swelling of P3HT and time prior to DCM evaporation to allow some PCBM to intercalate into the upper part polymer network, establishing a limited mixed region.\textsuperscript{64,65} This highly non-uniform vertical density of fullerene explains the low device currents seen in Figure 1.

The story clearly changes, however, with DIO present in the polymer underlayer. With 3\% (v/v) DIO, the NR SLD profile shows complete fullerene mixing throughout the entire film thickness, with a surface composition that closely matches that of the bulk. This is perfectly consistent with the idea that solvent additives are swelling agents, providing time and space for mass action from the second SqP solution to drive fullerene into the swollen polymer film. When the additive concentration is increased to 7\% (v/v) DIO, the SLD profile shows good mixing of P3HT and PCBM, explaining the similar performance of the devices made from 3\% and 7\% DIO. The 7\% DIO SLD profile, however, also shows a slight deficit of PCBM near the top surface, consistent with the XPS data. This is because 7\% (v/v) DIO swells P3HT more than 3\% (v/v) DIO, allowing PCBM to move away from the top interface due to its higher surface energy.\textsuperscript{62}

This picture of changes in mixing with the presence of low-vapor-pressure additives in the polymer underlayer is supported by the decrease in the number of dark carriers seen in each of the various active layers,\textsuperscript{37,60} shown in Figure S2 and discussed in more detail in the SI. The SI also shows an analysis of the dark \(J–V\) curves for these devices (see Table S1), in which there is increased dark recombination current and a higher ideality factor when solvent additives are present. This is consistent with enhanced mixing caused by additives since smaller domains increases charge recombination.

The fact that the unmixed domain size decreases for BHJs cast from DIO or ODT is one of the reasons that when blend casting, many polymer BHJ systems are optimized using binary additive blends consisting of DIO and a higher-vapor-pressure additive such as CN or DPE, which help to maintain domain purity.\textsuperscript{73–75} Overall, the XPS and NR results paint a clear and consistent picture: the addition of DIO controls both the vertical mixing and overall morphology of polymer/fullerene bulk heterojunction active layers through swelling of the polymer, and this in turn directly controls device performance.

**Generality of Low-Vapor-Pressure Solvent Additives Acting as Swelling Agents: Push–Pull Polymer Systems.** Having demonstrated the swelling effect and associated BHJ morphology improvement of solvent additives such as DIO and ODT on the sequentially processed P3HT system, we turn next to exploring the generality of our conclusions for more modern push–pull polymer systems. We note that push–pull polymers, which are generally much more amorphous than P3HT, require the use of binary solvent blends for efficient SqP and are not easily fabricated using a single fullerene solvent via SqP.\textsuperscript{36} Finding a single SqP solvent is difficult because these amorphous polymers and fullerenes have similar solubilities in many organic solvents. The use of solvent blends, however, adds complexity to a fundamental study and could possibly mask the role of solvent additives, so we focus here on single-solvent SqP.

Two systems that are amenable to single-solvent SqP with DCM are the higher-efficiency push–pull polymers PSEHTT\textsuperscript{45} and PBDDTT-C.\textsuperscript{46} Both of these materials are sufficiently crystalline so as not to dissolve in DCM, allowing us to make a direct comparison to the work on P3HT in the previous sections. For these materials, the relative crystalline order goes as PBDDTT-C < PSEHTT < P3HT. Both PSEHTT and PBDDTT-C are more strongly swollen by DCM than P3HT, so one might expect that solvent additives will have a smaller effect for these systems than for P3HT. In combination, the behaviors we see using this full series of polymers will allow us to understand in detail the general principles of solvent additives functioning by polymer swelling.
Figure 7a shows ellipsometry-based swelling measurements on films of both PSEHTT and PBDTTT-C with and without DIO. The film thicknesses without DIO (blue bars) are quite a bit smaller than those of P3HT, reflective of the fact that optimized BHJ devices of the push–pull polymers require thinner films. The data show clearly that as with P3HT (Figure 2a), the push–pull polymers are significantly swollen by DIO, which clearly remains in the polymer films.

To verify that DIO-induced swelling is indeed what improves device performance with push–pull polymer systems, we fabricated PSEHTT and PBDTTT-C BHJ devices by SqP using PCBM as the electron acceptor. As shown in Figure 7b, the performance of sequentially processed PSEHTT:PCBM devices matches the trends observed for P3HT: sequentially processed devices without DIO demonstrate a low current, but improve markedly when DIO is added to the polymer underlayer. Even though PSEHTT-based devices fabricated by SqP do not work better than those made by blend-casting in this case (largely because DCM does not have the correct Flory–Huggins $\chi$ to optimally swell this polymer), we see that with 3% DIO, the current of the sequentially processed device matches that of the blend-cast device. This indicates that the additional swelling provided by DIO is key to infiltrating fullerene into the device via SqP. We also note that unlike with P3HT, increasing the DIO fraction to 7% leaves the PSEHTT polymer film over-swollen, reducing device efficiency.

Figure 7c compares the performance of blend-cast and sequentially processed photovoltaic devices based on the more amorphous PBDTTT-C polymer combined with PCBM, with and without the use of DIO. Because PBDTTT-C swells extremely well with DCM, the efficiency of the sequentially processed device without DIO is already quite good, and exceeds that of the blend-cast device without DIO. Thus, in the case of PBDTTT-C, DCM acts as an already close-to-optimized SqP solvent: DCM has high fullerene solubility and almost adequate swelling. This means that there is only a marginal improvement to be had by additional swelling with DIO. Indeed, the data show that the sequentially processed device efficiency does improve upon the addition of 3% DIO, but the improvement is more modest than in the case of P3HT or PSEHTT. Interestingly, when DIO is used for this materials combination, the blend-cast and sequentially processed devices have identical efficiencies. This indicates that for PBDTTT-C, the combination of 3% DIO and DCM provides optimal swelling during SqP, leading to a BHJ morphology that is nearly identical to that obtained with blend-casting from ODCB. We note that for all polymer systems studied, 3% DIO is the optimum concentration, consistent with previous polymer–fullerene blend-cast studies that use small fractions of DIO.$^{16,76,77}$ Overall, as discussed in the next section, the use of solvent additives can be beneficial with either traditional blend-casting or SqP, but it is important to realize that in the end, additives work by polymer swelling and the optimal amount of polymer swelling varies from one system to the next.

**Low-Vapor-Pressure Solvent Additives Are Cosolvent Swelling Agents.** We have shown that the mechanism by which low-vapor-pressure solvent additives work to control BHJ morphology is by swelling of conjugated polymer films. This swelling or secondary plasticization$^{44,60,79}$ facilitates mixing of the fullerene into the polymer underlayer during the second step of SqP. Thus, low-vapor-pressure solvent additives function as cosolvent swelling agents. DIO and ODT’s ability to swell and remain in the polymer film lowers...
the requirement for swelling power in the fullerene-casting solvent used in SqP. Thus, swelling agents/solvent additives function similarly to solvent blends in controlling BHJ morphology by SqP. The main difference is that solvent additives/swelling agents swell the polymer in the initial casting step, whereas solvent blends are designed to swell the film in the second SqP step.

As mentioned in the introduction, we classify solvent additives into two general categories: low-vapor-pressure additives that swell but do not dissolve semiconducting polymers, such as DIO and ODT, and higher-vapor-pressure additives that are generally good polymer solvents, such as CN and DPE. At 25 °C, CN and DPE have vapor pressures of 3.87 and 3.00 Pa, respectively, so these additives will evaporate from polymer films much more quickly than additives like DIO and ODT. This means that CN and DPE improve BHJ performance by an entirely different mechanism from DIO and ODT: we believe that their primary function is to act as polymer cosolvents. The presence of such cosolvents is important for less-crystalline polymers to improve BHJ performance. With the mechanism of action of low-vapor-pressure solvent additives understood, we now have additional insights into how we can reorganize BHJ films favorably, resulting in more ideal phase separation and electronic mixing.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, low-vapor-pressure solvent additives used to improve BHJ morphology in conjugated polymer/fullerene photovoltaics are polymer swelling agents. By fabricating films through sequential-processing and adding swelling agents to the polymer solution, we observed significant structural changes. As verified by spectroscopic ellipsometry, solvent additives such as DIO or ODT swell P3HT, PSEHTT, and PBDTTT-C and remain in polymer films due to their low vapor pressures. The presence of solvent additives also allows non-optimal fullerene solvents in the second SqP step to more effectively swell polymer films. This means that solvents that are less effective at swelling and less likely to dissolve a polymer film can be utilized as fullerene-casting solvents for SqP in conjunction with solvent additives. A direct example of this is the fact that a poor swelling solvent such as DCM still can provide for good fullerene intercalation and crystallization in SqP when solvent additives are present. Furthermore, DCM helps explain the role of solvent additives in improving the performance of more traditional blend-cast devices. With the polymer and fullerene codissolved in a binary solution of host solvent and swelling agent/solvent additive, the additive serves to swell the polymer and delay film solidification due to its low vapor pressure. It also serves to drive mixing between the polymer and fullerene; similar to the way that many ternary solvent blends are miscible even when binary pairs of the same solvents are not.

In this way, swelling alters the degree of polymer and fullerene mixing and thus favorably controls BHJ domain sizes. This mechanism accounts for the majority of trends reported in the literature for high-performing push–pull polymers which tend to overaggregate, and also fits well with studies that have observed a significant increase in film formation time when DIO is used during blend-cast.
low-vapor-pressure additives like DIO and ODT control BHJ morphology by functioning as secondary plasticizers. Additives such as CN and DPE, which have higher vapor pressures, act more as cosolvents to improve polymer crystallization and domain purity, as discussed in more detail in the SI.

Overall, this work demonstrates the importance of polymer swelling to ensure both good mixing and good crystallinity of polymer donor and fullerene derivative acceptor materials in BHJ photovoltaics. Furthermore, the use of solvent additives in SqP is an approach that is widely applicable to multiple polymer systems as the low-vapor-pressure swelling agent can be added directly to the pure polymer in solution: by directly swelling a polymer film to a precisely controlled degree using simple swelling measurements, it should be possible to find a tractable route toward optimal BHJ formation.
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